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10.1
Introduction

Transport phenomena are crucial in the scale-up of conventional, large-scale chemi-
cal reactors because many processes are heat and/or mass transfer controlled. Since
transport coefficients are typically inversely proportional to the characteristic dimen-
sion of the system, miniaturization of chemical systems leads to a substantial
increase in transport rates. This increase in turn enhances the overall rate of
processes that are transport limited, leading to considerable process intensification,
i.e. the same throughput can be achieved with a much smaller device and thus with
much lower capital. Alternatively, much higher throughput can be achieved using a
system of the same size as a conventional one, but made up of many small
components (scaling out).
Aside from process intensification, the enhanced transport rates may render a

microscale system gradientless. This fact has important ramifications for operation
and fundamental studies. Examples include elimination of detrimental hot spots
caused by very exothermic reactions and the possibility of a microchemical system
being isothermal and kinetically controlled. The lattermakesmicrochemical systems
ideal for extraction of intrinsic chemical kinetics.
Short diffusion time scales, due to shrinking the device�s characteristic dimension,

have some other important implications regarding the stability of gas-phase radical
chemistry and process safety [1]. Specifically, gas-phase radicals diffuse rapidly to
walls where they may recombine to produce stable molecules. As a result, radical-
driven chemistries, such as gas-phase combustion, become susceptible to extinc-
tion [1]. This radical quenching is a major stumbling block in stabilizing radical-
driven homogeneous chemistry (e.g. flames) in confined spaces and thus our ability
to scale downprocesses that rely onheat supply of combustibles. One such example is
the traditional steam reforming coupled with combustion of natural gas for syngas
production, the scale down of which is particularly difficult [2–4]. At the same time,
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recombination of radicals at walls creates safer devices with respect to accidents and
is behind the success of flame arresters.
Due to the small characteristic dimension, the flow in microchemical systems is

laminar. As a result, mixing relies only on molecular diffusion instead of the more
efficient turbulence that large-scale systems typically exhibit. At the same time, the
diffusion time scale is much shorter due to the small size of a microscale device.
However, structural elements that play the role of static micromixers may be
necessary to spread fast flows, enhance fluid–solid contact, increase mixing of
incoming gases, etc. One such example is the post-micromixer discussed in Ref. [5].
From the prolegomena, some questions naturally arise. For example, should one

ever worry about gradients in microchemical systems? At normal operating condi-
tions (e.g. 1 atm), the mean free path of gases is a fraction of 1mm and, given typical
reactor sizes, the continuum approximation is still valid. With this in mind, are
transport correlations developed for large-scale counterparts applicable tomicroscale
devices?Quenching of gas-phase radicals onwalls is obviouslymuchmore important
for small devices, but are there any other phenomena which are unimportant for
large-scale systems that one should account for inmodelingmicrochemical systems?
This chapter focuses on transport phenomena in microreactors whose character-

istic dimension [e.g. diameter or gap size (distance between two parallel plates) for
wide rectangular-shaped channels] is in the micron scale regime (<1mm). Specific
systems examined include gas-phase (homogeneous) microreactors and gas–solid
(heterogeneous) microreactors. Comparison of the two classes reveals key similari-
ties and differences. The chemistries chosen here are some of the faster and most
exothermic ones (e.g. homogeneous or catalytic combustion of propane, hydrogen
and methane). This judicious choice of chemistries pushes the limits of operation
and provides valuable insights into the aforementioned questions. At the same time,
these processes are an integral part of the thermochemical conversion of fossil fuels
and biomass to hydrogen and chemicals and constitute the foundation for portable
electronics and distributed energy production. Since phenomena for these reacting
flows are strongly coupled (e.g. temperature profiles affect rates of chemical reactions
and these in turn mass transfer), this chapter addresses multiple facets of transport
phenomena in these microchemical devices.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, the existence of spatial

gradients is discussed, then the effect of radiation is addressed. Transverse transport
correlations are elucidated and subsequently applications from gas-phase micro-
burners and catalytic microreactors are presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

10.2
Spatial Gradients in Microchannels

The term microchemical describes downsizing of a system such that its critical
dimension is less than 1mm. For tubular microreactors, this size reduction entails
the tube radius, R, whereas for microchannels of a rectangular entrance section, this
entails the height (also referred to as gap size), d, and possibly its width, w. The latter
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structures are typically easier to integrate (by stacking them on top of each other) into
multifunctional devices than cylindrical structures. Due mainly to conversion
constraints, a long longitudinal dimension, L (L� d or R) is required to provide
sufficient residence time for high conversion.
Gradients depend on the ratio of time scales of various transport and chemical

processes.Diffusion (conduction) time scales can easily be estimated from the square
of the corresponding length scale divided by the diffusivity (thermal diffusivity).
Temperature usually has a fairly small effect on transport time scales (an exception is
surface diffusion that is often activated). On the other hand, the time scale of reaction
depends very strongly on the chemistry (process) itself and the temperature (via
Arrhenius kinetics) and secondary on species concentrations and pressure. Discon-
tinuity at the walls (e.g. slip, lack of thermal accommodation) may also be encoun-
tered, but since these phenomena depend on transverse gradients, which are smaller
than in large devices, are by-and-large less important in microdevices [1].

10.2.1
Axial Thermal Gradients

Figure 10.1 shows the typical time scale estimates of various transport processes in a
microreactor. Since the reactor length is fairly large, the longitudinal time scales of
heat conduction in the gas phase and species diffusion are large. One can control the
longitudinal time scale of convective flow and thus the longitudinal Peclet number
(Pe), by varying the inlet velocity. For reacting systems with a residence time in the
millisecond range (high axial Peclet numbers), axial gas-phase diffusion and con-
duction are negligible (Pe� 1) in comparison with convection (convection-dominat-
ed processes). Since conduction along the wall is much faster than in the gas phase,
the former mechanism is dominant inmicrochemical systems (see also below). As a
result, the time scale for longitudinal heat transfer along the wall, which is usually
larger than the heat release (or consumption) time scale, mainly controls the axial
temperature profiles. Of course, coupling of the wall with the fluid phase via
transverse heat transfer is also important, but the transverse transport mechanism
is typically much faster (Figure 10.1).

Figure 10.1 Typical transport time scales in
microchemical systems. The chemistry time
scale can vary widely with temperature and
process and is not shown. The thermal diffusivity
and diffusivity have been approximated to vary

between 0.1 and 1 cm2 s�1 (the latter is more
typical under operating conditions). The reactor
length is taken to be between 1 and 5 cm, the wall
thickness as 300mm and the gap size to vary
between 200mm and 2mm.
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For highly exothermic or endothermic, fast reactions, where heat is liberatedmuch
faster than is dissipated in the axial direction, large axial temperature gradients
develop, [6, 7] as shown in Figure 10.2. The isothermicity assumption breaks down
for such systems. Likewise, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations for
homogeneous combustion (see Figure 10.3 for a representative example) reveal that
the axial thermal gradients are even larger for homogeneous combustion due to
higher activation energies and volumetric heat release to the lower gas-phase heat
capacity. These gradients can be diminished or even eliminated by increasing the
effective conductivity (Figure 10.2b) and/or the thickness of the wall.

Figure 10.2 Longitudinal temperature profiles at
autothermal operation for a H2–air mixture of
equivalence ratio 0.6 in (a) a 250mm gap size
ceramic-frame microreactor and (b) a 300mm
gap size thin stainless-steel-based frame
microreactor, for different thermal spreaders
(material indicated) of thickness 3.2mm
adhered to the framework (redrawn from [6, 7]).

In both cases, Pt/alumina catalyst is used. As the
effective wall material conductivity increases, the
temperature uniformity improves. In ceramic
microburners, the catalyst is brushed on the
alumina, whereas in metallic microburners, Pt is
impregnated in anodized aluminawafers that are
inserted into the structure. The insets show these
microreactors.

Figure 10.3 Contours of (a) temperature (K) and (b) propane
mass fraction from CFD simulations for homogeneous
propane–air combustion at equivalence ratio 0.75. These
parameters [wall thermal conductivity ks¼ 7.5Wm�1 K�1 and
(outside) heat loss coefficient h¥¼ 25Wm�2 K�1] are close to the
extinction limit. Significant gradients exist even in a microburner
of 600mm gap.
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10.2.2
Transverse External Thermal Gradients

Since the flow in microchannels is laminar, the boundary layer essentially occupies
the entire channel width. The results in Figures 10.3 and 10.10 show that micro-
chemical systems can exhibit substantial gradients – for both homogeneous and
catalytic combustion, respectively, –mainly in the longitudinal direction but to some
extent also in the transverse direction (between the bulk gas and the surface of
the catalyst). Due to the small thickness of the reactor solid structure compared with
the reactor length, the inner and outer surfaces of the walls are at the same
temperature and the transverse gradients in the walls are negligible (Figure 10.1).
Transverse temperature gradients in the gas phase, however, do exist and are
especially large near the entrance and at the light-off point.

10.2.3
Transverse External Mass Transfer

The existence of transverse gradients is associated with external mass transfer
limitation. The lack of gradients in a CFD simulation is associated with kinetically
limited processes. A more quantitative measure of transport or kinetic limitations
can be done using an estimate (order of magnitude) of the second Damkh€oler
number [8]:

Da ¼ td
tr

¼ d2=D
1=kr

ð10:1Þ

where D is the diffusivity.
A decrease in the characteristic dimension of the system (see schematic of parallel

platemicroreactor in Figure 10.4c) increases the rate ofmass transport from the bulk
gas to the reactor walls and changes Da. When Da< 0.1, surface reaction is limiting
and when Da > 10, mass transfer is limiting. The pseudo-first-order reaction rate
constant is estimated from kr ¼ s _a=C, where s is the rate of fuel consumption
(coming fromadetailedmodel), _a ¼ 2=d is the catalyst area per unit volume andC is
the concentration of the fuel.
Da varies with position due to variationmainly of the reaction time scale as a result

of both temperature andconcentrationgradients. A single location value (e.g. entrance
or exit, depending on where the reaction is faster) may be used to provide a
conservative estimate of external mass transfer limitations (see an example in
Figure 10.4b). An operation diagram can then be constructed for Da versus parallel
plate separation (gap size) for different flow rates, temperatures, etc., to indicate mass
(or heat) transfer-limited conditions versus kinetically limited conditions
(Figure 10.4a). In this example, ammonia decomposition on an Ru catalyst for H2

production (2NH3 ! N2 þ 3H2) and propane combustion on Pt (C3H8 þ 5O2 ! 3
CO2 þ 4H2O) are studied. The shaded region (Da< 0.1) indicates the reaction-limited
regime within which the plates are sufficiently close to eliminate mass transfer
limitations. For this example, NH3 operation typically happens in the kinetically
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limited regime,whereas propane,whose chemistry is faster, is in the transition regime
despite the plates being sufficiently close. As temperature increases, the reaction rate
increases and, thus, operation may change from the kinetically to the transport-
controlled regime. At higher temperatures, detailed determination of transverse
transport rates is then important for accuracy of model predictions. The same
conclusion applies when intrinsic kinetics need to be extracted at high temperatures.
As the channel width shrinks, transverse rates of transport increase at the expense

of enhanced pressure drop. Consequently, one shouldmakemicroreactors small, but
not too small. An operation diagram, similar to that one shown in Figure 10.4a, can
provide the necessary size for operating in the kinetically limiting regime. These
simple analysis results can be verified via detailed CFD simulations [2]. This
dimensional group concept can also be used for complex geometries [2], such as
the post-microreactor [9, 10], to estimate the distance of structural elements in order
to ensure kinetic control.

10.2.4
Internal Heat and Mass Transfer

Due to sheer size of microreactors, catalyst pellets or other structural elements have
to be in the micrometer regime. However, packing of a few pellets in a narrow

Figure 10.4 (a) Da at 1.5mm from the entrance
in an isothermal parallel plate reactor as a
function of the parallel plate separation at a
temperature and flow rate(s) indicated. (b) Da
and fuel conversion as a function of the axial
position at a temperature and flow rate indicated.

(c) Schematic of the reactor geometry.
Simulations are shown for both NH3 cracking on
an Ru catalyst for H2 production and C3H8

combustion in air on a Pt catalyst for heat
generation.
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channel can create a bypass between the reactor bed and thewalls and result in a large
pressure drop. Instead, it is fairly common to deposit a thin layer of catalyst on the
walls. The smaller size of these catalyst systems, compared with many conventional
ones, reduces the possibility of internal mass transfer. This fact in turn increases the
effective rate of the process and results in process intensification. Conventional
analysis of internal heat andmass transfer can be employed to assess the importance
of internal transport limitations.

10.3
Thermal Radiation in Microchannels

Autonomous microreactors used for power generation applications utilize energy
released from combustion to drive endothermic, hydrogen generation reactions for
PEM fuel cells. Often, the wall temperatures in these devices exceed 1200K [4].
Likewise, the short contact-time reactors rely on high temperatures to ensure
complete conversion [11]. Since thermal radiation scales with the fourth power of
temperature, it is expected to play a significant role at the operating temperatures of
these microreactors. Still, it is common to neglect radiation for reasons explained in
this section.
Although the reacting mixture contains various polyatomic gases, the optical

length for radiation is very small owing to the narrow channel widths. The optical
thickness is measured by the product of absorption coefficient (ka) and a character-
istic dimension of the system, d, that represents an average beam length in the
domain. Typical values of ka in combustion chambers are between 0 and 5m�1.
Furthermore, as already mentioned, a typical diameter or gap size of the micro-
reactors examined in this chapter is on the order of hundreds of micrometers.
Therefore, kad� 1 and therefore themedium can be considered as non-participating
for radiative heat transfer. The reactor walls are assumed to be diffuse gray emitters
and reflectors of radiation. With these assumptions, the net radiosity method can be
used to compute the surface-to-surface radiation [12]. A typical radiation flux thus
computed in [13] for a microreactor with a channel diameter of 500mm and a length
of 11.6 cm is of the order of O(103), whereas the heat of reaction, O(104–105)Wm�2

K�1, is substantially higher. The effect of radiation on the wall temperature profile is
shown in Figure 10.5. There is only amarginal change in the reactor temperature; the
temperature profile shifts upstreamby only about two diameters (i.e.�0.1 cm). Since
the aspect ratio, L/d, is very large, the main effect of radiation is to increase the
�apparent� wall thermal conductivity. The reason for this is clear from the view factor
graphs in Figure 10.6: as the view factor diminishes rapidly with axial distance, most
of the radiation emitted by a differential ring element of themicroreactor is absorbed
by itself and very little energy is transferred to other parts of the reactor.
The dip in the temperature at the reactor end is observed because the wall loses

energy by radiation to the surroundings. In this case, a �thermal reservoir� for
radiative heat transport at the reactor end was assumed to be at ambient (low)
temperature. On the other hand, it is common to use a thermal reservoir temperature
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equal to the temperature of exit gases; in this case, a temperature dip is not
observed [12, 14].
Boehman [15] made similar observations in his work comparing channels with

different aspect ratios andwall emissivities. As the aspect ratio decreases, the effect of
radiation increases. Formicroreactorswith smaller aspect ratio, the radiationflux can
be computed with reasonable accuracy employing a blackbody assumption for the
reactor wall. This assumption reduces the computational complexity in obtaining the
radiation flux: the net radiation equation for gray diffuse emitters involves solving an
integro-differential equation, which can be avoided with the blackbody radiation flux
assumption [15]. Fu et al. [16] reported that the radiation effect becomes significant

Figure 10.5 Effect of radiation on the temperature profile in a
microreactor. The temperature shifts approximately two
diameters upstream when radiation is accounted for. Redrawn
from [8].

Figure 10.6 The ring–ring view factor (solid line) and ring-end
view factor (dashed line) diminish rapidly with axial distance
in microchannels of a large aspect ratio, based on simulations
in [8].
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for circular channels with an aspect ratio of 10; the flame shifts upstream by 1–2
diameters and a slight decrease in the total temperature is observed. The blackbody
assumption gives a good estimate of the role of radiation. Karagiannidis et al. [14]
demonstrated that the radiation effect in catalytic parallel plate reactors of the same
aspect ratio (of 10) is even greater: a temperature drop of over 150 �C was observed
with an emissivity of 0.6 and the temperature decreased further with the blackbody
assumption. The blackbody assumption provided the upper limit for surface-to-
surface radiation effects in the microreactor.
An alternative to the above modeling approach is to simulate thermal radiation

exchange using a conservative variant of the discrete ordinates (DO) radiationmodel,
called the finite-volume (FV) scheme, implemented in the Fluent software package.
TheDO–FVmodel [17] solves the radiative transfer equation (RTE) as afield equation
for a finite number of discrete solid angles each associated with a vector direction s
fixed in the global Cartesian system. The procedure involves the solution of as many
transport equations as there are solid angles.
Propane gas combustion in a microreactor with a channel gap of 1mm and a

length of 6 cm is simulated in 2D using CFD. In these calculations, the angular space
is discretized into 64 (¼4NQNF) solid (control) angles that are defined by four polar
divisions (NQ) and four azimuthal divisions (NF). Opaque, gray diffuse surfaces are
assumed. The index of refraction and surface emissivity are set to 1 and scattering is
neglected.Unlike the surface-to-surfacemodel, theDO–FVmethod accounts for gas-
to-gas and gas-to-surface radiation and works across the range of optical thicknesses.
Finally, the weighted sum of gray gases method [18] is used to calculate the gas
absorption coefficient in each control volume. This is a reasonable compromise
between the oversimplified gray gas model and banded gas models that take into
account absorption in individual absorption bands. Figure 10.7b indicates a small

Figure 10.7 (a) Symmetry and channel wall temperature profiles
along the reactor length. Solid lines, without radiation; dashed
lines, with radiation. (b) Heat flux profile along the upper channel
wall when accounting for radiation. Heat flux into the channel is
positive; heat flux out of the channel is negative.
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contribution of radiation to the total heat flux very near the entrance, where there is a
large temperature difference between the hot wall and the cold reactants. This small
radiative heat flux contribution is also reflected in the wall temperature profiles very
near the entrance, as shown in Figure 10.7a.
In conclusion, radiation effects can be neglected for large aspect ratios typical of

microreactors. Blackbody radiationmay beused to approximate radiation effectswith
reduced computational complexity of surface-to-surface radiation. However, for an
aspect ratio of 10 or lower, blackbody radiation gives the upper limit of the radiation
effect and the net radiation equation needs to be solved to obtain the radiation heat
transfer.Heat transfer along thewall is themost critical heat transfermechanism and
needs to be accounted for.

10.4
Transverse Heat and Mass Transfer Correlations

Despite the small gap size, transverse temperature and concentration gradients may
exist in microchannels. These gradients depend on the rates of heat and mass
transfer versus the rate of reaction. Da, as discussed above, provides an estimate of
transport effects but cannot be used for quantitative modeling. The Nusselt number
(Nu) and Sherwood number (Sh) provide the heat and mass transfer coefficients,
respectively, between a surface and the bulk gas, in the direction perpendicular to the
flow. They are defined as ratios of heat or mass flux at the boundary to the net flux
between the bulk and the surface:

Nu ¼ dhg
kcm

¼
d k dTg

dy

� �
wall

kcm T s�T cmð Þ ð10:2Þ

Shk ¼ dkmt;k

Dk;cm
¼

d Dk
dYk
dy

� �
wall

Dk;cm Yks�Yk;cm

� � : ð10:3Þ

where d is the critical channel dimension (diameter or gap width), k is the thermal
conductivity,Dk is the diffusivity, T is the temperature, Yk is the mass fraction and hg
and kmt are the heat andmass transfer coefficients respectively. The subscript s refers
to conditions existing near the wall surface and cm refers to the cup-mixing averaged
value in the bulk fluid. From these correlations, effective heat and mass transfer
coefficients can be obtained:

hg ¼ Nu
kg
d

and kmt;k ¼ Sh
Dk;cm

d
: ð10:4Þ

Nu and Sh correlations developed for laminar flow [19] are often used to obtain
transverse transport in both micro- and macroscale reactors [20]. Since the older
correlations were developed using simplifying assumptions, they are not applicable
for highly exothermic reacting flows and new correlations have been developed
since [21, 22].
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Heat and mass transfer coefficients can be used to interrogate the importance
of external transport phenomena and how to choose reactor size. The latter controls
(i) pressure drop, (ii) residence time and thus reactant conversion orflow rate and thus
power generated, (iii) the effective reaction rate and thus the process efficiency, (iv) the
temperature and (v) whether a system is kinetically controlled and thus ideal for
extraction of catalytic kinetics. Another application of Nu and Sh is that a 2D or 3D
problem can be reduced to a computationally tractable problem by approximating the
transverse transport phenomenausingoverall transport correlations. Suchpseudo-2D
models (also called heterogeneous 1Dmodels for catalytic systems) have been used to
explore the stability and performance of microburners with a significantly lower
computational effort than CFD models (e.g. [23–25]).
Pseudo-2D models can be especially valuable when a hierarchical strategy is

employed, wherein CFD simulations are employed to obtain the transverse transport
correlations that are then used in pseudo-2Dmodels [26]. Results using this strategy
for non-adiabatic microburners are presented in subsequent sections.We use Fluent
6.2 [27] to solve a 2D elliptic model for the combined flow, transport and reaction
problem. To ensure accuracy of theNu and Sh values computed, a non-uniform grid
is chosen such that the smallest cell is 1mm wide in the transverse direction in the
fluid phase near the reactor wall. Simulations are performed for various operating
conditions and Nu and Sh are computed using Equations (10.2) and (10.3).

10.5
Homogeneous Microburners

10.5.1
Effect of Transverse Transport on Flame Stability

An example of a CFD simulation depicting a homogeneous, gas-phase microflame
stabilized between two parallel plates is shown in Figure 10.3. Figure 10.8 sum-
marizes the effect of transverse heat and mass transfer on flame propagation in a
tubular geometry. It depicts the dimensionless temperature (over the ignition
temperature) at the reactor inlet versus overall heat transfer coefficient (accounting
for wall plus outside heat resistances) for three radii and various radical sticking
coefficients, s, indicated, for propagation of methane–air flames in a tubular micro-
channel [1]. For inlet temperatures below each curve, flames do not propagate.
Conversely, for inlet temperatures above each curve, flames propagate. The overall
heat transfer coefficient captures either heat loss of a standalonemicroburner or heat
exchange with adjacent microreactors carrying out endothermic reaction(s). A flame
loses stability either because toomuch heat is lost via the walls or radicals recombine
at the walls and deprive the chemistry from active carriers of combustion.
For large reactors (R >�10mm), a flame propagates through a tube once ignited.

There is no visible effect fromeither instabilitymechanism.Transverseheat transfer/
loss becomes important only at themeso- andmicroscales (R <�2mm); the stability
of the conventional, large-scale burners is unaffected from heat losses/heat
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exchange. As the heat loss/heat exchange increases, flame propagation becomes
more difficult, i.e. higher preheating (inlet temperatures) is needed to ensure flame
propagation, as the upward curves in Figure 10.8 indicate.
All materials exhibit some affinity for adsorption of radicals that are needed for

driving the chemistry.Metals adsorb radicalsmore easily (a large sticking coefficient, s)
than ceramics (low s). The importance of radical mass transfer from the bulk of the
fluid towards the wall depends on materials and reactor size. For wide tubes (e.g. a
radius R¼ 10mm), flame propagation is robust, i.e. neither radical quenching nor
thermal quenchingplays any role, as shown inFigure 10.8. Formesoscale radius tubes
(e.g.R¼ 1mm), low sticking coefficients (s� 10�3) give practically the same results as
non-adsorbing walls (s¼ 0). Only high sticking coefficients (s� 1) moderately affect
flame propagation. In contrast, flame quenching (via transverse heat loss) is impor-
tant. Radical quenching at the walls becomes the dominant stability mechanism only
for microscale burners (R< 1mm).
The importance of transverse transport phenomena in homogeneous microbur-

ners can be rationalized using the Da analysis introduced in Equation (10.1). For
combustion reactions, the reaction time scale tr is of the order of 1ms.Accounting for
the temperature effect on diffusivity, the time scale of diffusion td varies from�1 s to
0.1ms as the radius R decreases from 1 cm to 100mm (see Figure 10.1 for the typical
range of time scales of microsystems). The radius at which the time scales of
transverse mass transfer and chemistry become comparable (Da¼ 1) is estimated to
be 300mm.This approximate estimate is in good agreementwith the results shown in

Figure 10.8 Dimensionless temperature (over
the ignition temperature) at the reactor inlet
versus overall heat transfer coefficient
(accounting for wall plus outside heat
resistances) for three radii and various radical
sticking coefficients, s, indicated, for propagation
ofmethane–air flames in a tubularmicrochannel
(from [1]). For inlet temperatures below each
curve, flames do not propagate. Conversely, for

inlet temperatures above each curve, flames
propagate. The overall heat transfer coefficient
captures either heat loss of a standalone burner
or heat exchange with adjacent microreactors
carrying out endothermic reaction(s). The
boundary layer approximation and detailed gas-
phase chemistry have been employed for these
2D CFD simulations.
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Figure 10.8. This simple dimensionless group analysis clearly indicates that radical
quenching at walls is a rather unique attribute of microscales.
Despite belief to the contrary, experiments indicate that self-sustained gas-phase

combustion is possible inmicroburners with gaps smaller than 1mm [28, 29]. Based
on the results in Figure 10.8, this can be achieved by making walls as radical
quenchless as possible (via appropriate choice of materials and defect elimination by
suitable annealing to avoid radical adsorption) and via suitable thermalmanagement
(insulation, heat recirculation, etc.).

10.5.2
Transverse Heat Transfer and Nusselt Number

Norton andVlachos [30] analyzed the variation in theNu profile along the axial length
of a parallel plate microburner. Figure 10.9 shows theNu profile for a stoichiometric
propane–airmixture.Nudisplays a non-monotonic behavior, with a decrease near the
entrance and a jump or a discontinuity at the light-off point. Such a discontinuity is
often termed a �new entrance effect� because it qualitatively mimics the entrance
effect, i.e. an exponential decrease untilNu reaches an asymptotic limit followed by a
jump. These results are similar to those reported in [31] with a thin-wall approxima-
tion. The thin-wall approximation is unsuitable in a microburner because the walls
play a major role via axial heat recirculation and affect the gas-phase transport due to
the close gas–solid coupling.
A gas-phase microburner can be axially divided into three zones: preheating zone,

combustion zone and post-combustion zone. Given that radiative heat transfer is not
as important and gas-phase conductivity is low, the burner walls are primarily
responsible for heat recirculation, which is essential for heating up the inlet gases,
via wall conduction, to their ignition temperature in the preheating zone. Thus, heat

Figure 10.9 Variation of the Nusselt number with axial
displacement in a homogeneous microburner of 600mm gap,
1 cm length, an inlet velocity of 0.83m s�1 and a wall thermal
conductivity of 1Wm�1 K�1 (redrawn from [30]).
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transfer takes place fromhot walls to cold gases in this zone. At the light-off point, the
gas temperature increases due to heat released from the combustion and is
accompanied by a large increase in the bulk gas temperature. In the combustion
and post-combustion zones, heat transfer predominantly takes place from the hot
gases to the burnerwalls. This dual heat source/heat sink nature of thewallmanifests
itself as a discontinuity in the Nu profile and is located at the light-off point. The
substantial role of heat transfer via the walls is a rather unique attribute ofmicroscale
exothermic reacting flows.

10.6
Catalytic Microreactors

Figure 10.10a shows propane conversion contours obtained from 2D CFD calcula-
tions for catalytic propane combustion in a non-adiabatic microchannel for the
conditionsmentioned in the caption [23].Unlike thehomogeneous combustion case,
the preheating and combustion zones in catalytic microburners overlap since
catalytic reactions can occur on the hot catalyst surface close to the reactor entrance.
Figure 10.10b shows a discontinuity in the Nu profile, similar to the homogeneous
combustion problem. In this case, it happens at the boundary between the preheat-
ing/combustion zone and the post-combustion zone. At this point, the bulk gas
temperature (cup-mixing average) andwall temperatures cross over and the direction

Figure 10.10 (a) Contours of propane
conversion computed from CFD simulations in
propane–air combustion on Pt. Parameters: wall
conductivity ks¼ 2Wm�1 K�1, outside heat loss
coefficient h¥¼ 20Wm�2 K�1, equivalence ratio
f¼ 0.75 and an inlet velocity u0¼ 0.5m s�1. (b)

Axial profiles of the Nusselt number (symbols)
and averaged gas and surface temperatures, and
the Nusselt number fit (line) calculated from
Table 10.1. A jump in theNu profile occurs when
the gas and wall temperatures cross (indicated
with a thin vertical line). Redrawn from [23].
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of heat transfer changes sign. In their study of adiabatic microburners, Di Benedetto
et al. [32] did not observe a discontinuity in Nu profile; in the absence of a heat loss
mechanism, there is no change in the directionofheat transfer in the post-combustion
zone. In contrast toNu,Sh variesmonotonically, as shown inFigure 10.10c, and settles
asymptotically at a value equivalent to the constant temperature asymptote of the
analogous Graetz problem.
The inlet velocity significantly modifies the Nu and Sh number profiles near the

entrance, as shown in Figure 10.11. As the velocity increases, a larger axial distance is
required for the thermal boundary layer to develop fully. Hence Nu and Sh approach
their asymptotic valuesmore gradually. In contrast, other parameters, such as thewall
conductivity (ks), heat loss coefficient (h¥) to the environment and equivalence ratio
(f), do not have an effect on the Sh profile. While theNu profile is also independent of
these parameters, the location of the discontinuity in theNu profile shifts due to a shift
in the boundary between preheating/combustion and post-combustion zones.
Given the profiles depicted in Figure 10.10 and Figure 10.11, one would like to

develop suitable correlations. Donsi et al. [33] studied the effect of varying Pe on the
Nu profiles for the Graetz problem and used the following general expressions

Nu ¼ Nu¥ 1þ b
X 	

� �b

X 	 ¼ x
d Re Pr

ð10:5Þ

whereNu¥ is the asymptotic Nusselt number, X	 is the dimensionless axial distance
andRe andPr are theReynolds and Prandtl numbers, respectively. In general, b and b
can be functions of Pe. These expressions are a good starting point for exploring
correlations in microchemical systems.
In the preheating zone of microburners, CFD indicates that the asymptotic

Nu¥ value tends towards the constant temperature condition of the Graetz problem

Figure 10.11 Variation in Nusselt and Sherwood number profiles
with inlet flow velocity, u0; other conditions are the same as
those in Figure 10.10. The inlet Pe varies from 14 to 115 in the
curves shown in this figure.
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(i.e. 3.8), whereas in the post-reaction zone, the asymptotic value is equal to the
constant heat flux value of 4.15. The boundary between the two zones is demarcated
with a crossover between the wall and the average gas temperatures. The Sh profile is
smoother than that of Nu; its asymptotic value is 3.8, which is equal to the constant
temperature asymptote for the equivalent heat transfer problem. Instead of using
Equation (10.5), the following modified form is used:

Nu; Sh ¼ A0 1þ b
X	

� �b

X 	
Nu ¼

x
d Re Pr

; X	
Sh ¼

x
d Re Sc

ð10:6Þ

where x is the axial distance, d is the gapwidth andA0, b and b are parametersfitted to
the Nu and Sh data. Due to the non-monotonic nature of the Nu profiles, A0 is not
necessarily the asymptotic valueNu¥. The parameters forNu and Sh fits are given in
Table 10.1. The comparison between the computed values (fromCFD) and thefits are
shown in Figures 10.10 and 10.11. In most cases, the fits are good, but they
deteriorate somewhat for faster flows.
Alternatively, the dimensionless groups can be set constant in the pseudo-2D

model using a crude average of the asymptotes of the two zones in the case ofNu. The
last row inTable 10.1 shows such constant (i.e. not a function of axial distance)Nu and
Sh (round) values.
To assess the validity of these correlations, simulations were performed in three

different ways: (a) 2D CFD simulations using Fluent, (b) pseudo-2D simulations
employing Nu and Sh correlations according to Equation (10.6) and (c) pseudo-2D
simulations employing the constant Nu and Sh values. The parameters for the last
two cases are given in Table 10.1. Simulations were performed for a wide range of
parameters of interest; results from one such representative case are shown in
Figure 10.12. The symbols represent results fromCFDsimulations, with the bulk gas
quantities reported as cup-mixing average values. The solid and dashed lines
represent axially varying and constantNu and Sh values, respectively. The conditions
in Figure 10.12were close to extinction, i.e. far away from the conditions underwhich

Table 10.1 Parameters for computing the Nusselt number (Nu)
and Sherwood number (Sh) in the pseudo-2D model. The two
columns of Nu values indicate the asymptotic values in the
preheating zone (pre) and post-reaction zone (post). The last row
indicates constant values used (these are crude averages for Nu
values between the two zones).

Nupre Nupost Sh

Nu1 or Sh1 3.8 4.15 3.8
A0 3.8 4.0 3.72
b 0.025 0.025 0.055
b 0.9 0.9 0.8
Constant 4.0 4.0 3.8
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values in Table 10.1 were developed. The results clearly show that the pseudo-2D
model is capable of capturing all the trends of the CFD simulations reasonably
(quantitative deviations in temperature and species profiles do exist). Interestingly,
for the specific conditions shown in Figure 10.12, the constantNu/Sh values capture
CFD results more closely than those using the Nu/Sh correlation fits. A plausible
reason for this is that the Nu profile computed by solving the balance equations

Figure 10.12 Comparison of the axial profiles of
(a) propane mass fraction, (b) wall and bulk gas
temperature and (c) Nusselt number obtained
from CFD simulations (symbols), pseudo-2D
model with Nu/Sh fits (solid lines) and pseudo-
2D model with constant Nu/Sh (dashed lines)
near extinction, i.e. with ks¼ 20W/m�1 K�1,
u0¼ 0.5ms�1, f¼ 0.75 and

h¥¼ 135Wm�2 K�1. The dashed line in (c)
shows that the simulation using constantNu and
Sh values (last row of Table 10.1) closely follows
the CFD profile. The solution of the pseudo-2D
model using transport correlations is not as
accurate since it does not capture the location of
the discontinuity in Nu.

Figure 10.13 Comparison between temperature profiles
predicted by the 2D CFD model and pseudo-2D model for
homogeneous combustion of a stoichiometric propane–air
mixture using a constant Nu value (last row of Table 10.1).
Redrawn from [18].
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simultaneously (solid line) does not accurately predict the location of the disconti-
nuity in theNu values. Themodel fit becomes better if theNu discontinuity is fixed at
the location determined via CFD simulations (dashed line). Similarly to a catalytic
microburner, a constant value of Nu¼ 4.0 was able to reproduce the trends of CFD
simulations of a homogeneous microburner, as shown in Figure 10.13. Overall, it
appears that approximate values (last row of Table 10.1) are sufficient to account for
predicting trends and possible semi-quantitative agreement with CFD. At the same
time, prediction of the reaction front, where a discontinuity in Nu occurs, is a
prerequisite for using the above-derived correlations and improve accuracy.

10.7
Conclusions

Despite microscale devices being small, transport phenomena are still potentially
important. Simple dimensionless groups can be invaluable in providing a first idea
as to the importance of transverse external heat and mass transfer rates. Detailed
transport correlations inmicrochemical systems become complex due to the strong
thermal coupling of the gas with the wall. Pseudo-2D simulations, with approxi-
mate transport coefficients, can reasonably capture detailed CFD simulations, but
the latter are still needed for detailed design. Longitudinal temperature profiles are
dictated from the heat release or removal rate and the heat conduction time along
the wall. For fast chemistries, which are strongly exothermic or endothermic,
temperature gradients may be large. These could be eliminated or reduced via
suitable thermal management (e.g. by varying the wall conductivity and/or wall
thickness). Important differences betweenmicroscale and large-scale devices exist.
Radical quenching becomes important only at the microscale, due to fast radial
mass transfer, and is insignificant for their large-scale counterparts. This observa-
tion has important ramifications for the sustainability of gas-phase driven chemis-
tries. An important aspect of reacting flows is their preheating zone. The thermal
conductivity of thewalls is generallymuch greater than that of thefluid and thefluid
volume of microdevices is fairly small. Since radiation is insignificant in many
microdevices, this disparity in conductivities results in the majority of heat being
transferred upstream for preheating mainly through the device walls. This is
another major conceptual difference from most large-scale devices.
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